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A B O U T  M E
I was delighted when Tracy sent me your app because I’m your perfect early adapter. 

I used Etsy professionally as a talent scout for RAW (rawartists.org) art shows and love 
using it personally as well. As a talent scout, I searched for local artists who could be 
featured in monthly Bay Area RAW art shows. I want to like eBay but am repeatedly 

frustrated by my user experience with the site. I keep an Evernote folder of favorite items I 
discover on Etsy because I found this easier than creating one of their treasuries. 

Your app was a potentially better tool for my existing behavior.
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A B O U T  E T S Y  U S E R S

• Aesthetically pleasing
• Curated (goes with Aesthetically pleasing)
• Easy to use
• Feels trustworthy
• Did I mention Aesthetically pleasing?
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People love Etsy for the same reasons they dislike eBay. 
I’ll use images from Etsy’s mobile app to illustrate points. 
Etsy is:

Aesthetics are crucial to the Etsy user experience. People go 
to Etsy to find artful goods. The site describes itself as 

“the world's most vibrant handmade marketplace.”
Etsy users will require a comparable user experience to be 
drawn away from Etsy’s existing successful app.
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The Etsy user experience stimulates the release of dopamine, the brain chemical associated with pleasure 
and rewards, by crating an environment of fruitful “treasure hunting” that changes on a regular basis. 

 Their app is fast, fun, emotionally uplifting. It makes users feel special.  
You don’t have to purchase an item on Etsy to feel the reward of finding it.
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U S I N G  i S H O P Z I N E
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Using iShopzine is problematic before the app is even open

• The Cloud30 text in the app icon is too small to read, 
looks messy and unprofessional, making the app look 
untrustworthy. For a shopping app, that’s a big problem.

• The red gradient against white color scheme gives the 
look of a business enterprise app, not a fun shopping 
experience. The screen shot below is from the Oracle 
website. Your app icon is similarly styled.

• Aesthetic problems with the icon will be accentuated 
when iOS7 is released. It will look even clunkier next to 
flatter, simpler, high concept icons. Even next to current 
similar category apps it looks unprofessional.
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• Graphics look fuzzy on my iPhone4S so they probably 
look worse on an iPhone5 or tablet.

• My central gallery image is for Aeropostale clothes. 
Aeropostale is considered cheap, juvenile, and at the 
bottom of the totem pole for stores of its kind. 

• The four images and eBay logo below the shirt are too 
small to be seen clearly so they look cluttered and ugly.

• The reflective effect is pointless and ugly because there is 
more content under it, breaking the skeuomorphism.

• Fonts and buttons look thoughtless and inappropriate

• Vignette effect ruins any remaining appeal items had

• Navigation looks cheep. Middle icons don’t make sense.

When I open the app, I feel physically uncomfortable
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For various categories, you consistently feature product images that are ugly or misrepresent the category. The 
dress is not fashionable, the Accessories image denotes children’s clothing, Jewelry looks cheap and tacky. eBay is 
known as a great source for inexpensive designer bags but your Bags & Purses is again tacky and unfashionable. 

The Collectibles photo misrepresents the category. The Art image shows bad art that is further obfuscated by the 
vignette. The Sporting Goods image is confusing. There is no pleasing aesthetic consistency between images.
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The app runs slowly. You can’t sort by region or popularity. App generated curation is seemingly inexistent, 
magnifying one of eBay’s weak points. Having two heart icons is confusing. The double navigation bar is 

confusing, ugly, and a waste of the API. The iShopzine color scheme clashes with the Etsy color scheme. Images 
don’t always load. “New” flags don’t always disappear when you toggle the icon. Shadows behind images look 

messy. Settings location is not intuitive. You should be able to navigate to Settings from the home screen.
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C O N C L U S I O N
I love the concept behind iShopzine. It has the potential to be very successful. It would be such 
a waste to have it fail because of design problems. I know aesthetics aren usually unimportant 
during early agile development, but it seems like you forgot that aesthetics are the main thing 

your customers are shopping for. If you want this product to succeed, you need to:

• Redesign the aesthetics for both the app and your website
• Curate starter images that show products people will actually want to buy
• Create three real or imaginary “power users” whose lists represent idealized customer 

archetypes. Their lists will reflect good taste within a particular style such as “West Coast 
Bohemian” or “Stylish, Masculine, Outdoorsy New Yorker.” Their lists should capture an identity 
and emotional vibe across a wide range of products. It is crucial that you hire someone 
outside your existing team to curate these lists.

• Update curated items and power lists at least once a day to stimulate user dopamine release.

I hope you found this analysis helpful. I do brand identity development. Let me know if I can help.
cecilymadanes@gmail.com (858)349-9757
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